Established in the year 1991, with general Islamic and history, along with children books, which are printed and published in Dar Al Rashad - Egypt.

**Optical Fiber**

This book deals with different kinds of optical fiber and how to manufacture and withdrawn, as well as different uses in all areas of technology such as objects of aircraft and rocket boosters and all spacecraft has also been listed. Dating from the beginning of their manufacture and boom caused by the means of telecommunication, as well as submarine cable that extends thousands of kilometers across different continents and in the bottom of the ocean.

**My hobby is painting**

Beautiful drawing has helped us to know the values of beauty around us. This book helps you to develop your talent. Recognize the tools and how to use them, And how to turn your drawings into cartoons.

**Philosopher Ibn Rushd and the future of Arab culture**

Is Ibn Rushd - the latest Philosophers of the Arabs - Dean of mental philosophy in the Arab world. Even if this philosopher had died more than eight centuries, but his philosophy is one of the timeless philosophies over time.

**Religion for life**

Islam is a religion of life in all its dimensions, and Man - as mentioned in the Holy Quran - is the Caliph of Allah on earth, and is therefore entirely responsible for building civilization. Islam essentially is a religion of moderation that rejects extremism in all aspects.
Stories of the Prophets - in Rehab universe with the prophets and messengers

This book speaks about the prophets and followers along with their lifestyle stories according to holy Quran.

The Islam and the Mind

Mind has a big role in mankind culture. But that the material culture had been unable to force the mind into key areas, such as beliefs and morals, It is ironic we are still going in this closed road.

History of Quraysh

Studying the history of Qurash is one of the most important studies that dealt with the history of this small tribe deep in the strike of time and place, which would be highly meaningful to Islam.
**Proof via Presumptions according to Islamic Jurisprudence**

SHARIITE JUDGE ABDEL QADER EDREES

This book contains three chapters and is made up of 200 pages, and it sheds the light on the cases when proof through presumption is valid concerning doctrinal provision, punishment, discretionary penalty, personal transactions and civil status.

**Electronic Litigation and Electronic Courts**

JUDGE HAZEM MOHAMMAD AL-SHARAA

This book constitutes of two chapters and is made up of 224 pages. It talks about the Jordanian judicial system and highlights electronic litigation and electronic courts on the practical and technical level. The book encompasses also a number of practical appendices about draft laws on electronic litigation in some countries.

**Electronic Sites and Intellectual Property**

DR. FATEN HOUSSEIN HAWA

This book encompasses an introductory chapter and two sections that all sum up to make 246 pages. The introductory chapter highlights the general framework of the intellectual property rights stressing their importance, concept, factors and protection through national laws.
Crimes in Electronic Information Technology systems A Comparative Study
JUDGE JALAL MOHAMMAD AL-ZOGHBI
JUDGE OUSAMA AHMAD AL-MANAESA

The book is made up of 336 pages and contains three sections. The introductory section entitled “The General Theory of a Crime” highlights the technical side of the environment of the crime, and crimes in information technology systems.

Monopoly and Practices Limiting Competition in the Light of Competition Laws and International Agreements
DR. MOEEN FANDI AL-SHANAQ

This is a 320-Pages book of six chapters. In each chapter the book: Defines competition and monopoly and talks about their parts. Highlights the importance of organizing competition. Shows how integration and control (economic concentration) violate the provisions of the competition law. Discusses the legal methods needed in order to face the practices which limit competition.
Equal Opportunities between Islam and the positive systems
REZA WROUGHT ON YUSUF
This book is the message that addressed the world by the author’s point of view of equality. To equal opportunities and status in international conventions and regulations, and deal similarly, men and women while maintaining the diversification.

Glorify the Prophet
ABU YAQUB IBN KAMAL GREW EGYPTIAN
This book is good and beneficial to glorify the Prophet and the necessity of love and obedience.

Response to suspicions about the infallibility of the Prophet
EMAD EL SAYED EL SHERBINI
This book addresses the definition of infallibility as a matter of authoritative Quran, and also talks about the infallibility of the messenger of God, in his mind and body.
Travelers
MOHAMED ABDEL-RAHMAN ARIFI

This book is a collection of articles talking about the position of children and problems with parents. It offers us a way of planning for life all through a simple and easy way that affects the reader rapidly.

Egyptian Personality
(Live shots from Egyptian society)
MOHAMED ELMHADY

This book is divided into two parts, the first one discusses the main psychological characters and traits of Egyptian people, reflecting the changes in Egyptian people in the last 60 years and factors behind these changes. The second part presents live events in the present Egyptian life with psychosocial interpretation of these events.

Political Psychology
(Egyptian- Arabic Perspective)
MOHAMED ELMHADY

This book is divided into two parts, the first one discusses in details the psychology of authority, dictator systems, opposition, people, and corruption, while the second one analyses some selected events and incidents in Egypt and Arab world from psychosocio-political point of view.

National Responsibility in Islam
DR. SAAD EL MARSAFY

Speaking generally about grades and types and the concepts of responsibility and the sense and the underlying claim to life and responsibility for oneself and others and the means to resist evil, also speaks of the need to defend the homeland and the right and dignity of the citizen and the nation, the truth and belief.
The book attempts to answer questions concerning the Muslim Revival and how Muslims can deal with humanity in the age of globalization and clash of civilizations. The authors attempt to suggest solutions and means for Muslim revival with the existence of many challenges. The authors are prominent Muslim scholars, dr. Ewiss is a member of Muslim scholars union, and a presenter of several radio shows, and a professor in several European universities. Dr. Khalil has more than 60 books in Islamic history and literature.

The book tackles Islam's role in liberating women throughout history. The author gives evidence that the example of women in the holy Quran is an international requirement for women in all societies.
Islamic Method of Dealing with Poverty
DR. HAMED MAHMOUD MORSI

Poverty is one of the most dangerous problems facing different peoples of the world. Philosophers and reformers tried to analyze the causes of poverty and find solutions for it. This book handles the problem of poverty from an Islamic point of view. The author shows us how Islam can handle the problem of poverty.

Stories of Famous Arabs
MOHAMED IBRAHEEM SLEEM

The author speaks about 12 famous Arab personalities who were known for their wisdom, cleverness, and cunning. He simplified their lives and stated some well-known situations about them. The book is 224 pages of medium size.

Arab Poetesses
MOHAMED AL DESOUKI

Many books spoke about Arab poets. But, few of them spoke about Arab poetesses. In this book, the author speaks about several Arab poetesses. He wrote about their lives and presented some of their poems. The book is 224 pages of medium size.
Prisoners and Captives
DR. KHALID AL-KADY

In this book, the author deals with the problems of imprisonment and captivation and all other related subjects such as: rights of the prisoner, and rights of the captives according to international covenants. He also spoke about most prominent prisoners and captives of politicians, leaders and reformers. The book is 320 pages of medium size.

Rights of Children in the Islamic Law, International Conventions and local Codes
DR. HILALI ABOULLAH AHMED

The book handles all rights of children according to Islamic Law and international conventions; this includes their rights from birth to the age of puberty. Then, it also speaks about the rights of children after puberty. The book is 296 pages of medium size.
Our Social Ethics  
**DR. MOSTAFA AL-SIBAEI**

The author sheds the light over the weakness and deviation of social ethics and the influence of every individual in the nation’s revival using an easy style that allows readers of different backgrounds and cultures to understand it. In addition, he highlights some family problems and finds ways to solve them.

The Civilization of Prophets: Their History and Infallibility  
**DR. MOHAMMAD RIDA QAHWJAI**

The book provides a modern exploration for the history and the civilization of prophets who were sent by God to guide people since the creation of Adam until the Last Messenger Prophet Muhammad. It also talks about the shariaas explaining the characteristics of each of them and the need of people for them in their time.

Our Great Figures in History  
**DR. MOSTAFA AL-SIBAEI**

Using an analytical approach that mingles between the accuracy and validity of information along with the beauty of words, the author wrote this book making clear the everlasting and unforgettable greatness of such personalities.

Our Islam (Brief Definition)  
**DR. MOSTAFA AL-SIBAEI**

An informative reading of Islam along with a scientific discussion for what goes around it including the opinions of orientalists and the response to them, all presented in an interesting way that mingles between the wisdom of a philosopher and the tenderness of a teacher.

Comparing Religions  
**DR. MOHAMMAD RIDA AL-QAHWJAI**

This book displays the detailed history of religions since GOD created humans and compares between them clarifying people’s need for religion. Moreover, it defines religion and highlights its power in what’s called Halal and Haram.
Dar An Nafaes was established in 1970. Books published include: history, Islamic culture, Arabic literature, politics, health and nutrition, medicine and psychology and children’s stories.

**Pre-Islamic History of Arabs**  
MOHAMMAD SUHAIL TAKKOUCH

In this book, the writer discusses the Arab Peninsula before Islam including Makah and kingdoms such as Maaniyin, Sabaiyin, al Hamirin, Kindah, Missan, Hodr, Hajr, Anbat, Palmira, Mounazarah and Ghasasina.

**Analysis of the Holy Quran**  
MOHAMMAD AL TAEIB AL IBRAHIM

This is an analysis of the holy book.

**Encyclopedia of the Life and Traditions of the Prophet**

This Encyclopedia offers the contemporary reader easy access to information about places, leaders, conquests, missions, tribes, messengers and books.

**The Simplified Encyclopedia of Religions**  
SALAH AL DEIN ARKAHAN

This Encyclopedia provides concise information about all religions written by experts from within each religion.
Dar An Nahar was founded in 1967 by Ghassan Tueni, President General Manager of the leading daily newspaper Annahar. Dar An Nahar publishes in Arabic and French as well as English. It is well-known for its avantgarde literary works, its serious historical and social studies, and its interest in current affairs.

Beirut The Mysteries of the Orient
GHASSAN KITMITTO

"If Orientalist art exemplifies the West looking with fascinated condescension at the world of the Levant, perhaps much of Ghassan Kitmitto’s work may be thought of the Levant gazing back, as a kind of Orientalism from the inside out and as a corrective to some of the more evident exaggerations of its western cousins."

This Old Bridge - The Fall of Christian Lebanon?
1920-2020
KAMAL IDEEB

This book is a manifesto addressed to the people of Lebanon so they may formulate new solutions that will help them restructure Lebanon before the year 2020.

The Republic of Fouad Chehab
NICOLA NASSIF

A detailed biography with photographs and previously unpublished documents about the Amir and General. A record of one of the greatest presidential periods of Lebanon.

History of Beirut
SAMIR KASSIR

The author recounts Beirut’s pluralistic history and relates the causes that made it one of the first countries in the Arab world to modernise.
Green Lebanon: The book
LARA HANNA DEBS & PASCALE CHDUEIRI SAAD

This book showcases what remains of Lebanon’s forests which cover only 13% of the 10,452 sq km that constitute Lebanon’s area. All returns from the book will be donated to the Association for Forests, Development and Conservation (AFDC) for the purpose of reforesting what forest fires have destroyed.

Lebanon a Century in Pictures
EDITED BY NAWAF SALAM & FARÈS SASSINE

This book of images covers Lebanese political, artistic, economic, cultural and social life over a century.
The Tajweed speaking Quran

It’s colored letters from the words of Quran itself to demonstrate the rules of tajweed. This version has a speaking pen which reads the verses recited by many of Quran readers.

Art of marital communication
DR. LEENA AL HOMSI

It is a delicate whisper to men and women seeking for (Al Halal love). It is dedicated to engaged people. To those who seek love, roses and honey in life.

Whispers
LEENA AL HOMSI

Written and Presented on Al (Risala T.V) by Dr. (Leena Al Homsi) who has brought many of society issues trying to make Positive changes to words the best.

The Pharmacopoeia of old Arabic healing
YOUSSOF BIN OMAR BIN ALI BIN RASOUL

It is a valuable book talking about many kinds of useful herbs and useful medicines. This book has a lot of appreciation. It became a good reference to use special medicines. Produced from herbs.
Stories from history (9 Parts)
DR. M. HOMSI

The Book is a group of realistic stories from Arabic Islamic history, which attract the reader to go on with reading.

Muslims and Christians during long centuries
DR. LEENA AL HOMSI

This unique book represents co-existence, living peacefully together. This book has its credibility from real stories in the past and now-a-days life. It is documented from the history itself, demonstrating our ancestors’ discussions, events happened for both of them, telling what smooth, quite life they have lived together.
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The role of international criminal law in protecting human rights
DR. ABDULLAH A. SULTAN
Subject: Law
ISBN: 9789957711139
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 366

Environmental Pollution
DR. NAIM M. A. ALANSARI
Subject: Environmental
ISBN: 9789957478803
Pub Year: 2009
Pages: 278

Nanotechnology
PR. KHATAN K ALKHAZRAJI
Subject: technology
ISBN: 9789957710989
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 270

Syria Culture in Mesopotamia
FOUADI Y. KAZANCHI
Subject: History
ISBN: 9789957711252
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 212

Studies in Islamic Art
BALKHEES M. HADI
Subject: Art
ISBN: 9789957711047
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 154
Project Evaluation
DR. YHEA KHANI ALNAJAR

Subject: Economics
ISBN: 97899957711450
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 824

Universes in the Holly Quran
DR. ESMAIL M KHARNY

Subject: Islamic
ISBN: 97899957710729
Pub Year: 2009
Pages: 250

Sources of knowledge in contemporary Islamic philosophy
DHIA' HABEEB TAWFEEO

Subject: Philosophy
ISBN: 97899957711092
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 304

Pre-Islamic Poetry
DR. SAEES HASDN ANBAK

Subject: Literature
ISBN: 97899957711146
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 446

ALSAWAB in Arabic grammar
ABDULABAS ABULJASSEM

Subject: Arabic
ISBN: 97899957710941
Pub Year: 2010
Pages: 286
Established in 1950, Dar El Chimal originally specialised in educational books. Later this was expanded to encyclopedias, children’s stories in English, Arabic and French, dictionaries, educational boards and social and school books.

**Stories of My Grandmother**
Series of 8 titles including pictures and audio cassettes.

**Arabic for All**
A package of 4 levels with CD’s and K7 for each level. It is specialized for people living in the West interested in learning the Arabic language as quickly as possible.

**Islamic Heritage**
This series of 6 books encourages children to be good Muslims and teaches them the basics of religion.

**Friends of Nature**
Six titles which increase children’s sense of responsibility towards nature and the environment by stimulating the imagination.
Over the past 60 years, Dar El IIm Lilmalayin has published over 6000 titles and received various awards at book fairs.

**Dictionary of Arab Names**

**Jibrayel Jabbour**

A detailed study of Arabic names, including the meaning and importance of the name in Arab culture.

**Human Suffering**

**TaHa Hussein**

This book reveals new information about the lifestyle, social behavior, ethics, heritage, and nature of gypsies.

**Forgotten Islands of Andalusia**

**Isam Salem Sesalim**

This study looks at the islands in the Western Mediterranean, discussing their history and importance.

**The Soul of Arabic Calligraphy**

**Kamel Al Baba**

A historic study of the origins, stages of development and evolution of Arab Islamic handwriting throughout the ages.
Dar El Machreq aims to spread knowledge about religion, linguistics, research, literature, human sciences and culture to the young. It belongs to the Society of Jesus.

Beirut: Its History and Archeological Ruins
LUIJS CHEIKHO

This book of the history of Beirut is divided into two parts: The first is dedicated to Beirut before the advent of Islam, the second part deals with the period from the advent of Islam until the nineteenth century.

The National Identity of Lebanon
SALAH ABOU JAOUDAH

This book aims to understand the ambiguities of Lebanese national identity which is closely tied to religious, cultural and confessional factors.

The Story of Finayan
SHUKRI AL KHOURY

This is a popular story of a Lebanese villager called Finaryan. Written in colloquial Arabic, it is a collection of short stories describing Finayan’s adventures. The story of Finayan reflects the life of the traditional Lebanese village community and was inspired by the author’s own experiences as an immigrant in Egypt and Brazil.

History of Typography in the East
LUIJS CHEIKHO

This book contains a series of articles which the author began publishing in 1900 in Al Machreq magazine. It documents the history of typography in old Istanbul, Damascus, Jerusalem, the Arabian Peninsula and Iraq.

The Bible for Children

The Bible for Children contains Bible stories in simple language with colored images to help children learn about Jesus.
Yet Love Never Dies
MUHAMMAD MA‘MUN AL-MA‘MUN

This novel is a call to reflect on what the future is going to bring. It is also an anticipation with a piercing look to events that will happen, in order to understand the rapid changes and novel ideas in the world and the calamities that they might cause.

Birds of the South
AMANI ABU AL- FAĐL

This novel talks about the events which took place in the USA and the status of Muslims therein after 9/11/2001. It also reveals the reality of their status represented in the disagreement among the Muslim groups and the turmoil of the general US attitude against them through the incidents of a love story between a young man and a girl. One is Shi‘ite and the other is Sunni. They were satisfied with each other but the painful status does not satisfy them: Why?

An Echo from the City of Fog
NARIMAN GHASSAN UTHMAN

This novel talks about a girl who grows up in London. She is the daughter of a Muslim father and a Christian mother. Accordingly, she is attracted to two contrasting cultures, which cause her to live in bewilderment between both.

Atlas of Islamic Sects and Schools
DR. SHAWQI ABU KHALIL

It is a geographical book that highlights designating the position of 900 Islamic sects or schools in alphabetical order within a specific scheme, starting with the sect called Al-Aal Sidiiyaa and concluding with the one called Al-Yusufiyah. It also designates when and where it appeared and spread in the Islamic world with a map and photographs to serve the purpose.
In the Home of the Messenger
BY: DR. NIZAR ABAZAH
This book talks about Muhammad the Messenger’s social and familial life. It describes the Messenger’s life in each house he lived in from childhood till death, as it talks about the Prophet’s everyday life.

Love in The Qur’an
DR. M. SA’ID RAMADN AL-BUTI
It defines love, handles it in the Holy Qur’an and reveals its effects on the human life. It also talks about God’s love of the human species and the Human Love of God in the Qur’anic discourse and the reward for this love, as well as the means that lead to it and its fruit.

The Future of Islamic Christian Dialogue
DR. HMEEDEA AL-NAYFAR
POPE MORRIS BORMAN
This book is a dialogue discussing the problems facing the Islamic/Christian dialogue, such as the premature judgments and mutual accusations - between both parties - emitting from wrong perception.

The Global Financial Crisis
MUHAMMAD SAMIR AL-QASSAR
This book offers a brief, but deep, insight into the Global Financial Crisis which started in late 2007. It analyzes its causes represented in loaning with usury and selling debts with debts which the Islamic Law forbade 1400 years ago.
Established in 1913, for 90 years now, Elias dictionaries have enjoyed an enduring reputation for reliability, accuracy, and clarity and have been valued by millions of language learners worldwide.

**THE PHARAOH'S BRIDE**  
YACOUB EL SHAROUNY

Once upon a time, there was a beautiful and intelligent girl called Radobis who was a slave in the palace of a very kind man who was fond of her and admired her. The other servants were jealous and as a result were unkind to her. Radobis' only friend was a cow called 'Quishta' who always predicted good fortune for Radobis. Will 'Quishta's' prediction come true?

**SOLLY AND THE SACRED LAKE**  
SUSAN SHENoudA

Do you ever think about where your water comes from? Solly didn’t, until the day he had an accident and Ani saved him. An adventure begins where a magic amulet, a pharaoh and some half-men half-animal creatures come together to make Solly realize that things are not as simple as he thought.

**BEHIND THE SECRET DOOR**  
YACOUB EL SHAROUNY

One day when Hassan the jeweler was searching in a desert oasis for materials that would transform copper into gold, he saw on the shore of a lake a girl more beautiful than any he had ever seen. She was dressed in a feather cloak but then flew away. He could not forget her and often dreamt of her. Will he find his flying beloved?

**MOODY AND THE HIEROGLYPHIC GUN**  
SUSAN SHENoudA

Moody is only interested in shooting at birds with his pellet gun, until the strangely dressed Mimose appears. A new world opens up for Moody where he explores the wild land of the Pharaohs, with his new friend and guide.

**THE ENCHANTED HORSE**  
BY YACOUB EL SHAROUNY

Clever Hassan was a very intelligent young man whose father was the Sultan’s deputy. One day Hassan’s stepmother plotted to put an end to Hassan’s life and the life of the horse he loved. However, Hassan’s horse flew up into the sky, carrying Hassan far away on an adventure-filled journey. Where are they headed? And who and what will they meet?

**MONA AND THE TREE OF OSIRIS**  
SUSAN SHENoudA

Mona and Sammy are siblings, who do not get along. One day they meet Sinouie, who is lost, afraid of cars and cannot breathe Cairo’s polluted air. Can Mona and Sammy put aside their differences long enough to help her?
FARHANA
RANIA AMIN

Farhana, a happy little girl of five, is a free spirit who dislikes restrictions and enjoys discovering everything for herself. Yet, her loving nature forbids her to hurt others or disobey grown-ups. So everyday, Farhana faces small problems that she is forced to solve in her own unique way.

FARHANA AND HER SPECIAL FRIEND
RANIA AMIN

Surprisingly Farhana discovers that she should be expecting this weird visitor today, who talks and understands in a very different way, compared to other children. First, she expresses her objection and gets really annoyed. But after a while, she realized how a beautiful friend he is, and wishes he never leaves.

SIWA: A TINY LITTLE LOVE STORY
BY RANIA AMIN

A six year-old boy and five year-old girl of different nationalities get to know each other on a short trip to the desert oasis of Siwa. Despite the language barrier, a strong bond immediately forms between them as they begin discovering a place entirely new to both of them. This book illustrates how children can easily disregard language or cultural barriers to form sincere relationships and friendships.

THE PIANO SINGS IN ARABIC
DR. MARCELLE MATTAA

New melodies and distinctive piano tunes, composed by Dr. Marcelle Matta, are introduced in this special book. The book helps the child to improve and master the piano playing skills by presenting musical notes for these compositions as well as a simple Arabic/Italics dictionary for music terminology.
Art of decorative patterns creation and its practical applications
HUSSEIN M. YOUSIF & HASSAN HAMMODA EL KADY

The book discusses a group of decorative patterns which the Egyptian artist has created throughout history. It offers analysis and study of the methods used in composition, and all about the use of colours, also bas-relief and sunken carvings.

Stories of the fools and the dim-wits
IBN- EL JAWZY

The book explains the meaning of foolishness and dim-wittedness. It talks about many foolish celebrities mentioned in the older books. It reveals their amusing anecdotes, doings and sayings.

The Master Caller to Allah (Muhammad)
HUSSEIN M. YOUSIF

The book talks about the circumstances and background surrounding the upbringing of the prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him). The book also talks about his behavior and how he dealt with the difficulties which faced him at the beginning of his call to Islam.

Ibn-Kaldun’s Introduction
ABDUL- RAHMAN IBN- KHALDUN

Ibn-Kaldun is considered the founder of “Sociology”, for he dealt in the introduction (to his history) with human societies and their different characteristics. He discussed the effects of environmental factors upon people’s lives, and upon the development of societies or their collapse. The introduction also mentions many geographic and astronomic facts.
The family library of grammar
ABU BAKR ABDUL-ALIM

The book deals with the subject of Arabic grammar for students in primary, preparatory and secondary schools through catechism (question and answer).

Study- lessons in Arabic Calligraphy
MAHDY EL-SAYED MAHMOUD

This book is a widely-detailed study of the forms and kinds of Arabic calligraphy. It illustrates the steps of writing the letters of each kind, and how to write words and sentences. The book introduces many collections of written sentences with different kinds of calligraphy and how to put it in a decorative form.

Tawk el Hamama on love and lovers
IBN-HAZM EL ANDALOSY

The book deals with love and the relations between lovers, and what may happen between them as a result of external interference. Its aim is to impart experience in dealings between lovers and how to avoid the situations that may cause collapse of their relationship.

Creative decorative compositions from Arabic calligraphy
HAMO ABDEL- SAMAD

The idea of this book is based upon using Arabic calligraphy in forming amazing artistic drawings that can be used on the walls of mosques, palaces, exhibition halls, etc.

The Art of Designing Arabic Decorative Ornamentations
HAMO ABDEL- SAMAD

The book illustrates the method of making these compositions, and determines some rules and parameters to help students in creating other tableaus that suit their surroundings.
Sharjah-based Kalimat, the first publishing house in the UAE dedicated solely to publishing and distributing quality Arabic children’s books.

Eating Book
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

A perfect mealtime book with delightful illustrations and rhyming text.

Sleeping Book
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

A cozy, warm, comforting book that will make a child relax and think sleeping can be fun too.

Playing Book
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

A picture book on playing together that both dads and kids will love.

Ibn Battouta
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

This book explains through a series of fascinating anecdotes the travels of the globe-trotting Ibn Battouta. He left behind an outstanding book detailing his adventures and the cultures of the diverse lands he visited such as Algeria, Russia, India and China.

Bath Book
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

A rhyming baby book that makes bath time fun, Soft, squishy and safe.

If I Were a Bird
FATIMA SHARAFEDDINE

A boy wishes he were a bird so he could fly back to his beautiful house, on the other side of the wall. He is trying to understand why his family and their neighbours were forced to leave their nice colourful homes and live in unfinished grey cement houses surrounded by a wall. Will they ever be able to return to their lovely homes?
Mimi wanted, more than anything, to have straight hair instead of her stubborn curls. Her mum said it was not appropriate at her age to get her hair straightened, so Mimi went to bed a little upset and had a dream. What happens in the dream?

Hamda feels left out. She wants to be like her four sisters. One evening she makes a decision, and nobody can change her mind! She wants to wear the veil like her sisters. Each sister puts forward her own suggestion based on what worked for her. But it is up to Hamda to work out her own unique way to wear the veil making it a part of her active and happy life.

Buck Buck is a chicken that lives in a pen on the rooftops of buildings. She feels imprisoned there and dreams of flying freely someday, just like a bird. One day, the pen owner forgets to lock up the pen, and Hop! Buck Buck tries to fly! Accompanied by an audio CD that will stimulate a love of words, Al Dajaja Bak Beek was named the best children’s book at the Beirut Book Fair 2009.

The moon and his star show up at Lama’s bedroom window. Every night, Mum tells Lama the names of the moon in its different shapes. But sometimes the moon does not come. Where does he go? Will it return to shine through Lama’s window again? A fully illustrated book, each facet of the moon is thoroughly explored in this charming story.

While driving his new car through a number of scenic places, Rani tells us in this wildly imaginative little book about how even kids can make their own little efforts to safeguard land and sea animals, limit pollution, and conserve forests to make the world a better place for the next generation.
Kitab Samer is written for children aged between 4 and 12 and was first issued in 1979. Kitab Samer was again issued in 1995 by Dar Kitab Samer Printing and Media Company.

**My Friends the Animals**
*WAFAA HUSSEINI*

This book gives children all the information they need about animals in a simple and exciting way.

**Laila’s Painting**
*WAFAA HUSSEINI*

Laila who is an energetic, lively and talented artist grew up around nature and is influenced by her surroundings. She draws the sun, trees, river, bees, butterflies and the clouds the way she sees them.

**“Nusa” in the Garden**
*WAFAA HUSSEINI*

Nusa’s garden is the most beautiful in the neighborhood, but a small flower in the garden wasn’t growing like the rest of the garden flowers. Nusa and her brother Nus learn that sunlight is not only for warmth and light, but it is also important for the life of plants.

**The Snow is Warm**
*ADEL ABOU CHANAB*

This story teaches children about heat. Samer is playing in the snow with his friends. He learns why snow melts in his hands.

**My Food**
*WAFAA HUSSEINI*

Good diet means good health and development, and a happy and productive future. This book explains to children the kind of food that they should eat and how moms prepare a delicious and nutritious meal.

**My Younger Brother**
*WAFAA HUSSEINI*

The book is the story of a boy who suddenly has a younger sibling. All his questions about the new arrival are answered.
The Jews, the Israelites, the Hebrews, the Zionists
Their legends, truths and their country’s destiny
MOHAMED ALI EL FARRA

This book intends to correct commonly widespread misconceptions and fallacies in the world around us. Regrettably, these fallacies are still taught to date in our historical, cultural and educational curriculum across all our education institutions; be it universities, schools or institutes.

An author and a poet, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) is one of the key figures in the German and world literature. He is also lauded as one of the unique and remarkable peaks of world literature that has ever been of all times. What is noticeable in looking into this eminent writer’s life is his attitude towards the East, especially the Islamic Arabic East.

Ghassan Kanafani: The aesthetics of narrative discourse
SABHIA AUDI ZORGIB

This is a remarkable critique looking into Ghassan Kanafani’s narrative experience. Kanafani is considered as a major figure in Palestinian and Arab literature. This critique brings us to Ghassan Kanafani as an open book and a renewed lesson from which we obtain confidence in the pure and sincere creativity. Ghassan Kanafani is revived each time we recall him. Here, in Dr. Sabih Audeh’s book, he is featured in one of his many revived images and revelations.
The Delight of Bu Met’eb’s Eye
DR. MUSSA YAKDUB KASSEM

This is a novel that brings out the latent emotions, and explores the unseen of our sensibilities and distinctly uncovers what is hidden. The author could move between the different worlds and reproduce reality, not to narrate it as it appears to be, but, indeed, to observe it in an astonishing and brilliant manner and style.

The Open Palestinian 'Holocaust' Encyclopedia
NAWAF ALZARD

We seek, in the Open Palestinian Holocaust Encyclopedia, a holocaust open since more than a century of the Zionist terrorism and mass slaughter, to cover a wider area of the Zionist massacres and crimes evidenced with irrefutable data, facts, documents and live testimonies, to revive the Arab national memory and protect from oblivion.
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The Arab World
DR. ALI MAHJOUBI

The Gap between the West and the East widened during the 18th century owing to the modern European Renaissance. This gap reached its peak during the 19th century with the advent of the Industrial Revolution in Western countries. This led to the colonization of the Arab World. However, Arab peoples didn’t surrender and reacted by struggling for freedom, dignity and land.

Arabs’ Attitude
CHAFIA HADDAD

This book is regarded as the first Arab academic study on the issue of the attitude of Arabs to the oppressed peoples. The book promotes a new image of the Arab-Muslim civilization in its relationship with the oppressed during the three centuries following the advent of Islam.

Jerusalem
MAHMoud CHOuKIR

The Palestinian-Israeli conflict is recurrent throughout Mahmoud Choukri’s book: Jerusalem. The author tackles the issue of the return to the Palestinian territories in such a way that the present is mingled with the past and the ancient dreams and the painful events blend.

The Flavour of Memory
FATHI ELBIS

Throughout his book, the author Fathi Elbis takes us on a tour recollecting the Palestinian plight, travelling through the camps from childhood to youth. Like the writer, writing settles nowhere and challenges the reader’s imagination and senses in such a way that he can no longer distinguish between his location and the stroll he takes while reading the book.
This Man Must Die
TAOUFIK ABDELMOULA

"If France can provide 60,000 of my followers with arms, I will be able to destroy the Neo-Destour and exterminate the Fellagas." This was Cheikh Belgaroui's declaration on the 10th of June 1953. The revelation of historical events and the reference to real people throughout the story constitute the main objective of this book.

Hostility to Image
NIZAR CHAHROUN

Nowadays nobody could deny that the image has such an important role and impact on all aspects of life. We could not do without it or ignore what images suggest in our vision era. This book deals with the issue of censoring the image and to what extent it could be allowed in both Western and Eastern cultures.

Up to You to Decide
MOHAMED ANOUAR ACHICH AND RAOUF KARRAY

This book contains hundreds of pieces of advice. It is a general guide in psychology, full of proverbs explained and interpreted by Mohamed Anouar Achich, a psychiatrist, and illustrated by Raouf Karray.

The Arab Myths Encyclopedia
DR. MOHAMMED AJINA

The book is a research into Arab myths in the pre-Islamic era. It comprises a whole record of these myths: their content, their connotations and their meanings, with reference to the Koran, appreciation works, prophetic stories and dictionaries.

A New Interpretation of the "Great Fetna"
MOHAMED MOHKTAR LABIDI

This book deals with the "Great Fetna", the political and military conflict over who should rule the Islamic society after the death of Prophet Muhammad.
DAR OSAMA is one of the leading publishing houses in the Arab World, it has more than 700 issuance, it started its production in 1996 and specialized in Key Persons' Books and General Encyclopedias.

Gazetteer
AMNEH ABU HAJAR
This book provides all geographic expressions along with its comprehensive interpretation in both Arabic and English Languages.

Political Dictionary
DR. WADDAH ZAYTOON
This book provides all political expressions along with its comprehensive interpretation in both Arabic and English Languages.

The Francophone Policy and The Arab World.
DR. WALID AL-ZAIDI
This book discusses the Francophone Policy and its effect on the Arab World, by giving examples about pros and cons of this policy.

The Media Encyclopedia
MOH'D JAMAL AL-FAR
This encyclopedia consists of all media expressions in detail; it is of great importance for all diplomatic missions' members and embassies.

The Arab Tribes Encyclopedia 1/6
ABDUL HAKEEM AL-WAE'LI.
This encyclopedia consists of 6 volumes, and talks about all Arab Tribes in the Arab World.
History Of Damascus
In The Era Of The Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid
SIHAM HINDAWI

The book presents the history of Damascus at the end of the Ottoman rule of the Arab World, the era in which Sultan Abdulhamid ruled.

From Gilgamesh To Nietzsche
MUSTAFA SMUDI

This book presents a group of the most important symbols of intellect through the human civilization's history. It starts with the epic of Gilgamesh and the concepts of life and death, then it studies Buddha's life and thoughts. The book also contains a study of the thoughts of famous philosophers such as Plato, Al-Farabi, Voltaire, Demosthenes, Ibn-Khalidun and others.

The Political Employment of the Natural Environment Theory Between Ibn-Khalidun and Montesquieu
AHMAD ALAJLAN

This book focuses on the influence of the natural environment on the human society as the two famous philosophers Ibn-Khalidun and Montesquieu studied it. Ancient people noticed that the natural environment has a big influence on the economical, social and political systems of the countries.

Methods Of Islamic Investment And Its Influence On Stock Markets
DR. KAISAR IBRAHIM ALHITI

This book presents a deep scientific study which explains that applying the Islamic investment methods on stock markets result in increasing the qualification and competence of these markets. It states the actual reasons of the necessity of establishing an Islamic stock market in addition to mentioning its positive economical, commercial and social influences.
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Riad El Rayyes Books was established in 1986 and was the first publishing house in the British capital to produce Arabic language books, it has since issued 700 books. The company focuses on fresh writers, but also selects the best work of renowned writers to appear in its books.

I do Not Want This Poem to End
MAHMOUD DARWISH

The last collection of poems by the late Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish is made up of three parts: The Backgammon Player, I Do Not want this Poem to End, and a collection of poems that Darwish wrote at several stages of his life. Darwish died while the book was being prepared.

The Sand Clock
MAY MANASSA

The latest novel by the renowned Lebanese writer May Manassa, tells the story of a girl who is taken in by her grandmother after the early death of her father. She finds a sand clock among her father's belongings and sees in it an expression of time, life and death.

Wounds in Palm Trees Stories from Iraq's Reality

Several Iraqi writers and artists contributed to this book, each expressing in his or her own style what they saw, lived through and suffered in their war-stricken country. The stories-testimonies include a young man who was seized from his mother's arms to an unknown destination, a woman who is still awaiting her husband's return from work and a child who quit school to support his family by begging on the streets.

Secrets of the Black Box [Wadi Haddad, Carlos, Anis Naqqash and George Habash]
GHASSAN CHARBEL

The book tells the stories of four men whose paths crossed in the second half of the 20th century in operations that were meant to attract the attention of the world. The activities of Wadi Haddad, Carlos, Anis Naqqash and George Habash culminated in unprecedented, spectacular operations, including the hijack of commercial flights.
All of You is Mine Except You
JOSEPH HARB

The latest collection by the renowned Lebanese poet includes around 200 short poems dealing with topics such as nature, people, Palestine and southern Lebanon.

The Urchin
ZAKARIA TAMER

In this novel, the renowned Syrian writer flashbacks to his childhood. Memories include an old house, a garden, a tree, a wall, people, jinn, deep sleep and misbehavior.
Established in 1863, dedicated to the distribution of Arabic literary and cultural books. Our publications that are being distributed around the Arab world and other countries with residents of Arab origins, are in the range of 450 titles. Many of them are multi volume books.

**Painted Churches and Rock-cut Chapels of Lebanon**

**DR. YOUHANNA SADER**

Frescoes depicting personages of the Old and New Testaments e.g. Abraham, Jesus, Mary and the Apostles, can be found in the churches of Lebanon. Father Youhanna Sader who has been researching for decades in Christian art of Lebanon, has described frescoes and the rich colorful photos dearly in this book.

**The Maronite Icons: Modern Sacred Art**

This book contains all the icons that were created to illustrate the Liturgical Year, feast by feast and Sunday by Sunday. It includes 51 icons, each accompanied by a detailed explanation, presented in English and Arabic, and a liturgical prayer expressing its meaning. These icons represent the first series of a complete collection of Maronite icons.

**The Maronite Icons: Saints of the Maronite Church**

**DR. YOUHANNA SADER**

This book constitutes the second volume of Maronite icons that have been painted in the St. Ephrem Studio of the Maronite Archibishopric in Nicosia, Cyprus. It is composed of four parts.

**Crosses and Symbols**

**DR. YOUHANNA SADER**

This book uncovers the significance of the crosses and other kinds of graffiti that characterized the religious life of the Christians of the early centuries. These signs became widespread particularly amongst faithful of the region and were considered as a living testimony to their faith.
Ever since its establishment in 1982, Safeer Publishing Co. specialized in the production of cultural content for children, from day one till 18 years of age. Currently Safeer produces more than thousand different titles, 80% of which for children and 20% for the parents and educators.

**Nour and the Lightening Moon**
*NE’MAT IBRAHIM*

Nour had loved the lightening moon, and had thought to reach it. Her friend, the giraffe, helped her, but she did not reach it. Also, her friend the hawk, helped her as he flew with her far away, but she did not reach it. At the end of this story there was a wonderful surprise.

**The Squirrel and the Coming-back Hazelnut**
*NE’MAT IBRAHIM*

One day the rabbit helped the squirrel carrying his bag that was full of hazelnuts. The squirrel thanked the rabbit and gave him some hazelnuts as a reward for his good deed. However, the rabbit do not eat the hazelnut. So what did the rabbit do with those hazelnuts? That is what we find in this story which is full of fine morals such as cooperation, love and friendship....

**The Airport and the Toy Box**
*DR. MOHAMED ABDUL LATIF*

All kids love the toy box. The toy box has a variety of pretty toys in it. Our world is as beautiful as the airport because like the toy box, it contains many different things. The more diverse it is, the more it is beautiful....
The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) Has Taught Us
REHAM MOHAMED FARID

The prophet Muhammad (PBUH) has taught us great Hadiths. In many times, we may lose sight of them and forget them in many situations in our lives. In this collection of stories, we show wonderful collection of behavioral stories that remind us of these noble Hadiths... and teach us how we can make it the light of our way.

Safeer Islamic History Encyclopedia
(10 VOLUMES)

This encyclopedia covers the Islamic History ever since the start of the Prophet’s Mission till the abolishment of the Caliphate in 1924 AD from China and Indonesia in the East to the Atlantic Ocean in the West, from Asia to the North to India and Africa to the South.

The Most Beautiful Names of Allah
AHMED TAMAM, SAMIR HALABY,
SALAMA MOHAMED SALAMA

For the first time, we present simple and complete interpretation of the most beautiful names of Allah Almighty in more than sixty real-life stories, and various interesting scientific information and statistics that explain the meanings of these great names. Through this book, we can teach our children and inculcate in their hearts love of God Almighty in an interesting and simple manner.
What Do You Know About The Prophets?
SAMIR HALABY

This book deals with many topics that relate to the prophets. It presents a variety of information which draws a complete image of prophets' message, miracles, lives, families, peoples, crafts, places they lived in, why they are good models, and civilizational and human aspects that accompanied the march of humanity through the ages.

Islamic Jurisprudence on the Way of Renovation
PROF. MOHAMED SLEEM AL AWA

The Sharia (the revealed law of Islam) with its flexibility and its mechanisms allows mutahhid (a legist formulating independent decisions in theological matters, based on the interpretation and application of the four usul) to have view into emerging facts. This book deals with mechanisms that related to what Muslim jurisprudence scholars have created ancienly and recently. Also, it is a bright page from the pages of modern Islamic jurisprudence.

An Invitation to Thinking
ABD ALTAWAB YUSUF

Do you think slowly? Are you hasty? Do ideas rush into your head? Do you mull over things? Are you thoughtful? Do you consider thinking is useless or is a virtue? Find out information about thinking in this book. All the information in this book is shown in interesting, meaningful and critical situations.

The Best for Islam Kids

A simplified comprehensive educational Islamic approach talking about the pillars of Islam and faith in an interesting narrative way with reference to the Holy Quran and the Sunnah making use of pictures and colors.

I Recite Dhikr

Prayer, ablution and dhikr as stipulated by Prophet Mohammad (May Allah bless him and grant him peace) for the child to learn and color.

The Holly Life: Values and Lessons.

This book tells the whole biography of Prophet Mohammad from the day he was born until his death according to the historical sequence of events. The book also highlights the holy values and conduct of Prophet Mohammad such that children get to know Prophet Mohammad as a child, an orphan, a man, and a prophet.

I Like Ablution

Prayer and ablution as stipulated by Prophet Mohammad for children to learn and color.

I Like Prayer

Prayer, ablution and dhikr as stipulated by Prophet Mohammad (May Allah bless him and grant him peace) for the child to learn and color.
Droub Publishers established at the year 2000. Two years ago ABC publishers started its activities by publishing children books. It acted through definite lines and stages of high criteria and quality.

The First Movement.

**IBRAHIM AL-GHAMRI**

As I moved for the first time inside my mother’s womb, I started to feel the world around me. I felt my mother’s hand touching me from outside. I heard every word she said. I could even hear her heart beats. I was as glad to have her as a mother as she was to have me as her son. However, I used to be sad when I felt the pain she had suffered as I moved. Yet, I do like to move.

Do You Like Reading?

**IBRAHIM AL- GHAMRI**

This book talks directly to the child’s brain and mind and enters a conversation with him about reading and books and how can he love reading and become a good reader who has his own library. The book presents ways and ideas that contribute to making children at this stage of their lives good readers who love reading.

Ahmad’s Profession

**IBRAGHIM AL- GHOMRI**

My mother gazed at me for some time with tears filling my eyes and then hugged me adding: One day, you will grow up Ahmad and pursue your education. Then, you will choose a profession you like and work like your brother, Youssef (Joseph). Ahmad: But what will I become when I grow up?
Sanabel Al-Khayr Series
MOHAMMAD BASSAM MALAS

Learning & Growing Series
The Occupied Lebanese Border Strip: The Paths of Occupation, the Lines of Confrontation, the Fate of the Population
MUNDHIR JABIR

This book is the most comprehensive study about Lebanon's occupied southern zone to appear to date in any language. The study is divided into two parts. The first, "The Residents of the Occupied Zone", The second part, "The Migrants and Immigrants from the Occupied Zone", focuses on the migrants from the occupied zone living elsewhere in Lebanon, and their conditions in their current places of residence.

Political Leadership and Institutions in Palestine 1917-1948
BAYAN NUWAYHID AL-HOUT

This in-depth study fills a large gap in modern Palestinian historiography and provides an important source of information about the attitudes and social structure of the Palestinian political elite during a crucial period in the Palestinian national movement. The appendices to the work contain valuable documentation and detailed lists of the major committees, conferences, parties, and delegations of the period under consideration.

A Digest of Palestine's Political History (Since the Beginning of History until 1949)
ELIAS SHUFIANI

This book is a survey of Palestinian history for the advanced student, the interested general reader, and the specialized researcher. Painting with a broad brush, the author focuses on the most important and well-documented events, condensing a wealth of material and summarizing entire periods of the political history of Palestine.
In the Midst of the Struggle: The Memoirs of Bahjat Abu Gharbieh, 1916-1949

BAHJAT ABU GHARBIYEH

These memoirs of a well known Palestinian militant describe the author’s own role from his early youth in the Palestinian resistance particularly during the Great Rebellion (1936-1939) against the British and the 1948 war.

The Islamic-Frankish Conflict Over Palestine During the Middle Ages

HADIA DAJANI-SHAKEEL, BURHAN DAJANI

An anthology of fourteen papers by Arab and international scholars on life in Jerusalem and Palestine during the Crusader period.
Jarrous Press was founded in 1982 and has produced more than 500 titles in different subjects such as: literature, history, philosophy, political science, psychology, social science, language, dictionaries and education.

**National Cultural Heritage - Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq - the History of Civilization and the Bright Flare**

RANDA JARROUS & SOBHI ABDUL WAHAB

The distinctive characteristics of the three countries of the Levant, Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq, are detailed in this book.

**Forbidden Desires**

LAJNA AL HASSAN

It is a story of Love, sex, and rape. Rima remains a captive of the past and can't learn how to really love and take care of herself. The novel questions what real love is and why we always long for what we can't have.

**Popular Lebanese Food**

DAOU HABOUCHI & MARY SABA

A book of traditional recipes including the customs related to the food and educational material about food preparation.
Librairie du Liban was founded in 1944 and has produced over 600 dictionaries and reference titles, 300 Arabic ladybird books, 300 butterfly books, 80 assanab books and a multitude of children’s books.

**A Loaf of Bread**
TAWFIQ YUSUF AWWAD

The events in the novel take place during the Lebanese famine during World War I when martyrs were hanged by Jamal Pasha, and the Arab revolution against the Ottoman Empire was taking place.

**My Life Harvest**
TAWFIQ YUSUF AWWAD

Awlad’s autobiography was written when he was seventy-two and is a combination of theatre writing, poetry and reflections on politics, life and literature.

**The Mills of Beirut**
TAWFIQ YUSUF AWWAD

Awlad’s second and last novel encompasses doctrine, politics and sex.

**The lame Boy**
TAWFIQ YUSUF AWWAD

Awlad’s first collection of short stories, and perhaps, his most famous. Its tales stem from Lebanese society with all its diversity and history.
The Sweater
TAWFIQ YUSUF AWWAD

Published in 1938, it is the writer’s second short story collection. It established Awwad as a pioneer of this literary genre in Lebanon and Arab countries. His tales deal with family life and society.

The Treasure Tree
ALBERT MUTLAK

This story has an environmental theme. Sarhan was an affable young man and dreamer. One day he dreamt that a fairy shook him and told him, “There is a treasure in the tree”. The dream affected the villagers who were convinced that the treasure was in one of the trees around their own house.
Philosophy of history; Referring Ibn Khaldoun
ABU YOEROB ALMARZOUKI

Can history, as proposed by Ibn Khaldoun, shift from the status of a literary art to a philosophical science without a parallel revolution. Whereby, philosophy should renounce all metaphysical pretention and come down to a simple scientific knowledge? This essay tries to unveil the relationship between the reformation of the concept of science and the invention of an auxiliary science baptized science of civilization founded on this double shift.

Theoretical Sociology; Referring Ibn Khaldun
ABU YOEROB ALMARZOUKI

Islamic History was a case of study aiming at the foundation of Sociology which is for Ibn Khaldun the condition outcome of scientific history. The purpose is to analyze Arabic Modern History in the terms he has coined in his theoretical Sociology. This analysis would be a good test to describe Arabic Society and by Ibn Khaldun’s concepts.

Confrontation
ABU YOEROB ALMARZOUKI

How can we develop our capacities to act instead of continually react, to positively exist rather than negatively resist? Our Essay tries to address this strategic question. It tackles the essential determinants of the war as physical and psychological hostilities, in their both primitive and modern forms, between conventional armies and peoples.
Arab Elites
ABU YOEROB ALMARZOUKI

Is there a rational explanation of the sterility Arabic Elites are suffering from, no matter what the field of creation is, artistic, economic, scientific, natural or religious philosophy of being? Can the conflict between secularist and fundamentalist elites be strong enough to plunge them in a civil war, turn them away from focusing on essential problems, shunning creation and innovation in their fields?

Government's Legitimacy
In the Era of Globalization
(Secular vs. Religious fundamentalists)
ABU YOEROB ALMARZOUKI

This Article book analyzes the double sectarian controversy about the legitimacy of the political authorities: the initial controversy about the legitimacy of the political authorities. The analysis presupposes a deep scrutiny of the role the globalizing phenomena of politics and communication between civilizations are playing in the exacerbation of the Islamic civil war parallel to an almost universal civil war.
Stories of Profets

Example of God's prophets, and the optimal model, to raise a good generation of kids.

Heroes of Islam

Stories about heroes of Islam for children that touch childhood.

Holly Names of Allah

This series of names of Allah, take your hand in order to identify the attributes of God and His names as contained in the Koran and the Sunnah is the correct first step to understand the Islamic faith and its secrets in an Easy and accessible manner.

A Story of Language

Collection of short stories is intended to help us understand the book of God and have a better knowledge of its provisions and secrets, and to know the reasons of the Revelation of the verses and the way to a thorough understanding.
Wolf Hunter

Adventures that help develop the child's mental skills.

Juha

Juha comic adventures for children in the form of an attractive and illustrated story.

Tricky Chick

Funny stories and adventures about the small intelligent chick that leaves the child dazzled by the attractive images, with simple methods and smooth discreet language.

The Right Way

Tasaly tell tales for children from age 4 to 7 years.
Training Centers Management
GENERAL SAAD AD-DEN KHALIL

This book discusses planning, implementing and evaluating training programs for a large army of local administrative staff. The scientific collection of elements, the book contained both effectiveness of training and frameworks that operate training centers whether it was organizational, technical, legislative or technological.

The Project of al-Bahrain Canal and the Arab Security
ASHRAF ALAAM

This book entitled "The Project of al-Bahrain Canal and the Arab Security" looks at the impact of the Project of al-Bahrain Canal, since it was an idea 150 years ago until the present day, to link the Dead Sea with Red Sea through the Gulf of Aqaba, where the author discussed the definition of security linguistically and terminologically, and security in the theory of international relations.

Herbs & Spices

There will always be controversy on the importance or validity of the benefits of herbs and spices, we hope that this book may define broadly in one way or another, the importance of herbs and spices for human health and nutrition.
E-government
A. D. ABU BAKR ALHOUSH

In light of the new technoeconomic and political changes, and the emergence of international pressure organizations such as International Bank and the World Trade Organization and others, it will not be possible for any government to remain aloof from being affected by its own environment, and the Arab world governors won’t be able to develop their countries and lead them to prosperity without the active participation of citizens and businesses in the process of competition on the international arena.

Eco-Tourism
DR. MOHSEN EL-KHUDERY

Eco-Tourism is considered to be a vital factor in ethical tourism activity, which keenly on the tourist, tourism companies and countries, where the tourist’s destinations, in order to maintain the safety and protection of the environment...
Nobilis was established in 1984 and specialises in publishing encyclopedias.

**Lebanese Encyclopedia**
38 volumes about Lebanon.

**World Political Encyclopedia**
24 volumes of battles between Arabic tribes.

**Arab Writers**
24 volumes covering Arab authors from ancient times with examples of their work.

**World Religions’ Encyclopedia**
24 volumes covering world religions since the ancient age.

**The Leaders of Islamic Civilizations**
24 volumes covering famous Arab leaders through history.
Majdalawi Masterpieces where books for children and young adults represent our passion. We carry books and formidable literature for all ages, from toddlers to teenagers both in Arabic and in English.

Translation of Meaning of The Noble Qur'an
THOMAS B. IRVING

T. B. Irving holds his Ph.D. from Princeton University, and is a dedicated American Muslim, Islamic scholar, and linguist. This translation is the product of 25 years of hard work. It is intended to permit everyone, Muslim or Non-Muslim, adult or child, to understand the Qur'an even without any knowledge of the Arabic language. The internal setting of the book is designed so that the translation of each verse lies in a symmetrical position opposite to the original Arabic.

Preventative Diplomacy in Iraq
DR. FAROUK MAJDALAWI

This book researches the role and development of diplomacy through recent history. The author focuses on the failed attempts to employ preventative diplomacy to resolve the Iraq-Iran conflict leading to a decade-old war. The author argues this failure which has also lead to the Allied invasion of Iraq in search of securing the Oil resources.

Treasures of Jerusalem
AL. AL.-BAYT FOUNDATION FOR ISLAMIC THOUGHT

This book discusses Jerusalem’s international cultural heritage that is owned and reverent by humanity. The collection gathers the treasures that retain and demonstrate the history of this city, as well as its holy sites of all religions.

SEX in Judaism, Christianity and Islam
DR. KAMEL AL.-AJLOUXI

This is one of the most recent researches published by the University of Jordan in the year 2007. Its an introduction to sexuality in accordance with the three Monotheistic religions. This academic research demonstrates the author's effort in showcasing the role of women, and their status in public and marital lives.
**The Identity of Human Being in the Arab World**
*Dr. Said Al Tal*

This book is a new project for reading the present and the future of the Arab World. The new Flag with 22 stars designed by the author himself reflects the ideas and the beliefs of the author which are presumably to what the European countries have achieved in establishing their European Union.

---

**Administrative Systems Under Omar Ibn Al-Khattab**
*Dr. Farouk S. Majdalawi*

This book is about the achievements in administration under Omar Ibn Al-Khattab, the second Caliph after Prophet Muhammad. Topics discussed in this book cover the sources of Omar’s government and administration: the establishment of the Diwans (Government Departments), building the Islamic army, creating government systems such as the post service, the judiciary system and the police, and carrying out construction projects and building new cities.

---

**The Great Interpretation Of the Noble Qur’an**
*Al- Imam Al-Tabarani*

This great interpretation took 5 years of accurate review by the Muslim scholar Hisham Al-Badrani. The first edition which came in 6 volumes published in 2008. It gives all details about the interpretation of Al Tabarani which was unknown to anybody before. After ten centuries, the Islamic History and Culture received this interpretation of Al Imam Al Tabarani who is considered as one of the famous and trusted Islamic Imams.
The Arabic Cultural Center was originally founded as a bookstore, 25 years later, they are a publishing and translation center. It was the first Arabic publishing firm to operate simultaneously in both the western and eastern regions of the Arab world and its publications include the works of famous Arabic writers, as well as new writers.

**Words of Ibn – Arabi**

**NASR HAMED ABOU ZEID**

The author presents Ibn-Arabi, who is the most famous mystic philosopher in the history of Islamic mysticism.

**Just Seconds**

**FATIHA MURSHID**

Poet and M.D. the author recounts the story of a Moroccan woman battling society to regain her life.

**Long Distance Rally**

**ABDEL AL RUHMAN MUNIF**

Abdel Al Ruhman Munif, recounts the period of Musaddaq rule in Iran and its consequences on the region. He reveals the role foreign intelligence played in overthrowing the government.

**The Veil**

**RAJA’ ALEM**

Saudi novelist Raja’ Alem wrote most of her novels about the city of Mecca and the Desert. Raja describes in a captivating style, the life of a Saudi woman who rebels against the restrictions imposed on her by Saudi society.

**Authority in Islam**

**ABDEL JAWAD YASSIN**

Abdel Jawad Yassin explains how the present image of Islam, adopted by Islamic fundamentalists, has been conceived under the influence of political conflicts and contradicts real Islam.
World Heritage Publishers develops materials for teaching English as a foreign language for pre-university levels. It has produced more than 350 course books, workbooks, activity books, stories, posters, flash cards, puzzle books, CDs, and cassettes.

**What I Need**  
*DREAMS STEPHY*  
A privileged boy is always sad until he discovers that toys, games, and materialistic things don’t bring happiness, but friends do.

**Bunny Goes Scuba Diving**  
*DREAMS STEPHY*  
The whale has no confidence because he is big and clumsy. He then discovers that everyone wants to be his friend.

**Mousey, the Firefighter**  
*RANIA SLIM*  
When he hears the siren, mousey rushes to the fire engine. A boy is playing with matches and has got the house on fire.

**Froggy’s Gossip**  
*MONA AL-KHATIB*  
Everybody is happy on the farm until the frog starts telling false tales that ruin the rooster’s reputation. One chilly night, a pigeon arrives at the farm. He witnesses what happens and lets everybody know.

**The Treasure Hunt**  
*ELISABETH DAVIS*  
While digging in their backyard, two boys find a bottle with a letter in it which leads to a treasure hunt. Their journey ends in a library, and the treasure turns to be what is there in books.

**My First English-Arabic Dictionary of: Numbers, Hobbies, Colors, Sports, Directions, Opposites, Shapes, Actions**  
This set of dictionaries is accompanied by audio CDs that include the correct pronunciation of words.
Tell the story of creation as the first language character
SAMIR SHAMS EDDINE HARATOUKA

Different languages used by billions of people around the world ... When and how they have evolved? Security source: Rabbani is the mother of invention of man? The inter-character of two or more ... Do you carry the same meaning or that he has a meaning different from one language to another? This research was prepared for the purpose of answering these questions.

Thirsty ears
IBRAHIM AWADALLAH

The novel is the story of a Palestinian family spread out over three generations, move in exile far from home, exposed to different types of suffering.

Human Rights
DR. ALI ABD EL RZAK ZOLBAIDI
DR. HASSAN SHAFIK

This book aims to cover understandable to the ranks of the first university in the initial phase on human rights. The culture of human rights is not a necessary luxury, but come to recognize that the requirements of individuals living within communities and the existence of authority to regulate their status.
Meet the sea
DR. MAHMOUD SALMAN

To show how easy life was simple and beautiful and where economic prosperity in the past life and how it was in Palestine before the 1948 war. The novel attempts to shed light on the nature of life in Palestinian refugee camps and the cruelty and difficulty of this life.

Torah history - archaeological - Religion
DR. IBRAHIM ELFANNI

Torah in history and archeology and religion. Our goal with this entry is to give a review of the components of the geographical environment, historical and which gave rise to the Old Testament of the fact that this study is a discussion, not a historical account, or moral, or religious, but the facts were disclosed during the archaeological excavations.
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